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With the growing popularity of interior designing and the profession altogether, many people now
opt for such professionals when considering the designing of the interiors of their residences or the
world outside their homes. These are the two vital spaces that are open to interior designers.
Because of the fact that both the spaces have different needs and requirements, designers are
trained in specific fields to attend o specific needs.

Designers who are skilled in commercial designing undertake projects that are related to
commercial buildings exclusively. This is to say that work spaces of every kind are handled by a
certain category of designers known as commercial interior designers. They specialize in catering to
the needs of people who need to get their office or any other work related area revamped or newly
designed.

There are further sub categories that are not exactly defined with names. But the specializing in the
commercial field also has its sub categories nevertheless. This is to say that if a group of
commercial interior designers take up a project related to showrooms then the group shall stick to
further projects in the similar faction. If another group considers its specializing in hospitals and
other security related areas then they shall be involved in other similar projects and so on.

On the other hand, if you are on the lookout for some designer who shall help you with the
designing of your home and the like then you an easily go for residential interior decorators. The
point is that while commercial buildings might need professional services that are well skilled, you
can make full and feasible use of the services of a decorator. While it is not precisely professional
services that you get in every sense of the word, it cannot be denied however that the services are
beyond satisfactory. Moreover, it is a more inexpensive affair when you do not hire a well skilled
professional.

Also it is not necessary that such residential interior decorators are not efficient. In fact because of
their natural knack for decorating, you might have surprisingly marvelous results. This is true of
most decorators who take up the profession as a hobby and with time and much practice turn into
almost the professionals themselves. What is more, while the end result may be the same as that of
a degree holder, the rates vary and to your advantage at that.

Now you can safely make the right choice and enjoy a whole new well designed living or work space.
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Tom Cruce - About Author:
Bellacasaindia interiors provide exceptional interior designing service with the latest trend. If you
wish to design your home with current trend please visit our site http://bellacasindia.com. We
provide a Commercial Interior Designer and a Residential Interior Decorators etc.
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